
Expedition Annapurna 2012:
Expedition Manaslu 2011:

Expedition Gasherbrum 2009:
Bolivia, Cordillera 2005:

Tajikistan, Pamir 2003:
Nepal, Himalayas 2000:

6. 5. 2012 reaching the summit of Annapurna 8,091 m together with Radek Jaroš

29. 4. 2011 reaching the summit of Manaslu 8,163 m

3. 6. 2009 reaching the summit of Gasherbrum I 8,068 m
   Huana Potosí 6088 m.n.m.

Pik Korsenevskaja 7,106 m, reached 7,000 m
 Parchamo Peak 6,237 m, reached 6,000 m

                                              • traveller and

                                       mountain climber

                               • enthusiast for any kind of

                         sport discipline

                 • geodesist, teacher and manager of sport

         and cultural events

  • former manager of Znouzectnnost band

• director and programme manager of the Škoda Bike Marathon

    and administrater of climbing gym in Pilsen (TJ - Loko)

• one of the most successful Czech mountainers in Himalayas

   – 4 times at the summit of eight- thousander with four attemps

• veggie for more than 20 years 

  • active member of Čistý Sport movement - manager of sport

          training and healthy diet camps

               • giving lectures about sport trainig, healthy diet,

                     motivation, travelling and mountain climbs

alias Honza Tráva

*1976 (CZ)

Expedition K2 2014:

Expedition South America 2013: reaching the summit of Nevado Chopicalqui

      6,354 m, Huarascan 6,768 m and Chimborazo

            6,268 m (somewhere under the summit)

26. 7. 2014 reaching the summit

      of K2 8,611 m together with Radek Jaroš

with Miri Jirkova (girlfriend) reached the last high-altitude camp in an altitude of 7 400 m n. m.,

     where they organized the rescue of a French climber

            – both awarded the Czech olympic committee, the price of fair play

Expedition Manaslu 2015:



COOPERATINON 

 There is a wide scale of cooperation
possibilities prepared for sponzors. Everything
is related to individual options and preferences.
Personal presence and taking part in actions and events 
for your company is commonplace.

Standard points of cooperation:

LECTURES AND TALKS

 It is possible to arrange a lecture or talk for 
staff members or clients after the return from an
expedition. The talk can be focused (according to the 
client preferences) on different aspects (motivation, 
cooperation, training, danger in the mountains...).
It can serve as a part or brightening of staff training or 
as a bonus for your faithful clients. The atmosphere is 
always friendly and relaxed and there is an open
discussion and chance to try mountaineering gear
afterwards. 

RADIO PRESENTATION

 Before every expedion there are chat shows 
on ČRo1 and other media parthners.
 Duering the expedition live outputs
are realised by satellite telephone and internet
from the Base camp and broadcasted by
ČRo1Radiožurnál and other radio stations.
 
TV PRESENTAION

 Particular parts of the whole expedition are 
documented in short inputs into sport and educational 
programmes.
  Accoarding to the technical possibilities
we broadcast pictures followed with direct
phonecalls from BC by satellite for BBV sports news.
 Many talks and discussions with
expedition members completed with photos and
videos are broadcasted on ČT and other statewide TV 
staions after the return.
 There is a  moovie beeing made from
every expedition, which is shown on our talks and on 
TV. Foreign festivals are interested in those movies so 
we prepare english version too.

PRESS PRESENTATION

 Articles are sent to the ČTK
news agency regularly. The course of the
expedition is monitored by daily press
supported with actual news. Articles about the
expedition are published in the reputable
magazines like Koktejl, Reflex, daily newspapers and 
technical journals (Montana, Lidé a Hory, Dobrodruh, 
Outdoor, Everest, Sport,...) 

INTERNET

 Expeditions are also presented in regular
news on the internet most followed server
www.iDnes.cz.
 The sponsorship companies are introduced on
www.honzatravnicek.cz pages, which also serve as an
information source for journalists. 
 Sending news to the sponsorship company 
pages is the commonplace.
 There is a possibility of placing banner
advertising of your company on expedition
web pages.
T he most actual news and photos
from expedition are also put on my
    FB profile. 



In case of interest in cooperation with me or our expedition
contact me for arranging face to face meeting.

CONTACT:

honzatravatravnicek@gmail.com

+420 776 359 536

TALKS AND LECTURES

 We are able to arrange lectures of climbing 
or a teambuilding for sponsorship company members,
clientsor family members. I give talks aimed on my
expeditions (K2, Annapurna, Gasherbrum, Manaslu) 
or it is possible to organize talks together with Radek
Jaroš and other mountainers, to project
mountaineering movies or videos from our climbs.
 Extensive lecturing about sport training,
healthy diet, motivation, risk taking, tavelling and 
climbing not only for schools takes place duering 
the whole year. Duering such events I set promotion
advertisements of my sponsors on the stage and
I integrate shor dynamic video from the expediton 
showing my sponsors logos. 

OTHERS

 We organise press conferences before setting 
on and after returning from every expedition wiht the 
presence of journalists and our sponsors.
 We prepare photographic and film material 
for commercial use from every expedition obviously 
and publish calendars, posters, postcards and suchlike 
regularly. 
 We participate in presenting the whole 
sphere of activities and products of our sponsorship
companies.
Each sponsor is receiving DVD with an expedition film. 



More info about the leader of the
                                        expedition

 Jan Trávníček – Honza Tráva
belongs to the few Czech mountaineers who
succeeded to access any of fourteen 8,000m peaks on 
the Earth.
He summited Pakistani Gasherbrum I (8,068 m)
in 2009, Nepali Manaslu (8,136 m) in 2011, Nepali
Annapurna (8,091 m) in 2012 together with Radek
Jaroš and also K2 (8,611 m) 2 years ago.  

Attitude to the expedition style:

 We always struggle to climb with as less 
gear as possible and of course without the use of
suplementary oxygen and high altitude porters – which 
means in the purest and  the most valuable style.
 Every  such project is very demanding not only 
for time and physical preparation but as well financialy 
and I could realize them only thanks to the help of my 
sponsors. To appoint my main ones for the years 2009, 
2011 a 2012 I have to name Humi outdoor, Hannah,
Progress sportswear, Rock Point, 3F, Carinthia,
Plzeňský kraj  etc.  I of course try to retaliate with 
appropriate promotion. The whole course of the
expedition is always documented. Documentary films 
were made form last expeditions K2 2014, Annapurna 
2012 and Manaslu 2011. Plenty of talks and discussions
has taken place. We participate in prestigeous 
mountaineering festivals in the Czech Republic
(International Film Festival in Teplice nad Metují,
The International Festival of Alpinism in Prague (where 
we won the price for the best talk of the day), Kolem 
světa - the biggest travel festival in Prague and Brno). 
We report our projects in printed and internet journals
of outdoor and lifestyle orientation (Lidé a hory
magazine/ www.lideahory.cz, www.lezec.cz,
www.horydoly.cz, www.alpy.cz, www.adrex.cz etc).
Expeditions are also reported in radio and 
V broadcasting. All mass media output can be found on 
www.honzatrava.cz/cz-media

Last adventure:

2015 - Expedition Manaslu

 The expedition to Cho Oyu
(8 201 m) was planned for the year 2015
to accompany a blind mountaineer Jan Říha.
Due to the closure of the whole tibetan region
Jan Travníček and his partner Miroslava Jirková
were looking for a replacement plan. Finally they
decided for the Manáslu (8163 m). They set out to the 
expedition in a small team. Their way to the top was 
stopped in the last high altitude camp (C4 7 400 m. 
n. m.) by a rescue they decided to organize to save
a French climber and so exchanged his life for the
chace to try to get to the summit. But human life should 
always be the priority, agree both Jan and Miroslava.

2014 – Karakoram – K2 – 8611 m
   – summitted 26. 7. 2015

 Last year Jan Trávníček successfully attempted 
to ascent the second highest mountain on the Earth K2 
together with Radek Jaroš and Petr „Miska“ Mašek and
became the 5th Czech to stand on the top of this 
legendary and hard to climb mountain. The summit of 
K2 was the last missing one to complete the „Crown of 
the Himalaya“ for Radek, which is a task achieved only 
by less than twenty people in the world without aid of 
supplementary oxygen by today. Those who clibmed all 
14 eight-thousanders are much less than people to flew 
into the outer space.



Nearest events

Expedition Cho-Oju 2016

This time it was unconventional, from several 
aspects of the expedition concept. We went along 
with the excellent, but blind, climber Honza Říha. We 
tried to climb together to the top of the legendary Cho 
Oyu eight-thousandth, 8,201 meters. As experienced 
climbers with several leaped eight-thousand peaks, 
we were ready to postpone personal ambitions, show 
what people can do as a team, and above all try to 
help Honza to fulfill the dream. Not at the price of 
the slightest risk. People like Honza can move others 
on. Not only the blind but also the seers. We wanted 
to show that expeditions can be done with other 
intentions. The goal is not a peak but a common path.

Target

The biggest success of the expedition does 
not seem to me that her three members got to the top 
of the Turquoise Goddess. In my opinion, it is primarily 
a demonstration that if you pull a single rope, you can 
achieve an unexpected result. It is for me to reach the 
personal height record of blind guy Honza Říha.

The others were together, so 8 of us got above 
the 7,000m (Jan Říha, David Knill, Petr Mašek, Libor 
Uher – 7,500m, Miroslava Jirková – 7,100m, Marek 
Novotný, Aleš Bílek and Jan Trávníček - the summit 
8,201 m).

Jan Trávníček, head of the expedition :-)

Upcoming events

Expedition Manaslu 2018

Maybe some of you are surprised to get back 
to the crime scene. At eight-thousandth, where we 
were already a year before. But then we resumed the 
rescue operation on the way to the summit, for which 
we received the Fair play prize from the Czech Olympic 
Committee.

We would like to repeat our attempt. This 
time, however, in a very small group. The least possible. 
Two people. When I leave, I will accompany (or I will?) 
My co-portrait and girlfriend Miri Jirková.

Again, we associate our activities in the high 
mountains with Miri, which belongs to the historically 
first group, which started to engage in sports in the 
Czech Republic with today‘s increasing popularity – 
slackline and above all highline. For a long time, she 
has also been involved in the nutrition aspect of a 
large exercise diet based on herbal diet. He has great 
experience with climbing and moving in the mountains, 
but he can live with me. This is a clear indication of 
having a great deal of patience and a great chance to 
look at the top of Cho Oyu. It would be nice if we, as 
partners, were at the top of Cho Oyu together.

At present, in the Czech Republic, we can not 
meet another woman who would volunteer for eight-
thousand peaks.

We will try our partner climbing and I also 
have the resilience and will of the human body after 
cancer treatment, which has been going on all year.

The expedition is already attracting strong 
media interest. We look forward to cooperating not 
only with our current partners, but also with the new 
ones.


